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Mainland China's common pros perity, North America's emerging market s tatus , huge s upply chain dis ruptions , the new role of luxury in people's
lives , and metavers e/gaming/NFTs are a new or bigger part of the convers ation. Image credit: Burberry NFT

By Erwan Rambourg

I am happy to say that if you haven't read Future Luxe, it is not too late. Many of the themes I mention in the book
related to luxury's post-COVID rebound remain absolutely relevant a year in and after having been accused of being
way too optimistic, the luxury sector growth continues to exceed my constructive assumptions.
Luxury, however, is a living matter and there are five themes that have appeared or become a lot more relevant for
the space over those past 12 months and they will likely continue to trigger conversations over the next 12.
China's "com m on pros perity"
T he Chinese administration's message on "common prosperity" is consistent with the ideal of a harmonious
society, as some economists talk about an "olive-shaped" economy in which ultra-wealth and extreme poverty are to
be eliminated.
On paper, wealth discrepancies favor luxury demand. In reality, that demand in mainland China has been mostly
fueled by the middle class, not ultra-high-net-worth individuals.
Whether it is Prada, Louis Vuitton or even Cartier, it is likely that the growth trajectory in the long-term could be better
off for "common prosperity" than worse even though the reality short term could be a bit volatile.
Wes t s ide s tories
European brands may have been tempted to sing "I like to be in America" for some years, but growth of luxury in the
United States was rather more pedestrian than hoped for. T hat changed with COVID-19, staycationing, strong equity
and property markets.
T he key question now is, "Can the North American surge be sustainable or is this as good as it gets?"
If you are a pessimist, you can point to the one-off nature of wealth creation. If you are an optimist, newfound
consumers might come back and, more importantly, might influence others to start nibbling in the sector.
S upply chain dis ruptions

Nike recently issued a profit warning as Vietnam-based production sites shut on the back of a pickup in COVID-19
cases and this week the CEO of Puma said that if you wanted a gift for Christmas from his brand, you would be best
advised to buy it now.
Most luxury brands have not seen that level of production disruption, as they are mostly manufactured in France,
Italy and in Switzerland for watches, and those countries have been up and running.
In other words, with very few exceptions (Herms, Rolex and Champagne, for instance), most brands will likely have
the units they need for the festive season.
Beyond this year's sales though, this also will likely trigger further the appetite of consumers for going to brands that
are produced closer to home, making them locavores.
T he "made in" could well gradually be replaced by the "made by" as we have seen with U.S. production at Louis
Vuitton, for instance.
L uxury is not needed and that is precis ely why we want it
Clearly, no one could have predicted the magnitude of the rebound in luxury sales, including most brand managers.
So, it is not just about pent-up demand or better finances after having been stuck at home for so long.
Luxury is cultural and feeds the feel-good factor of consumers. T he products are just there to put a smile on your
face and change your perspective. But that has been a very powerful promise in these times of doubt.
Virtual ins anity, not
Everyone is fed up with crypto, NFT s, the metaverse, collectibles, gaming, avatars and how relevant it is that
Facebook just changed its name? Yet, luxury was on the back-foot in investing for online sales, was late in the game
in terms of figuring out secondhand.
But for luxury NFT s, it seems that pretty much every brand wants to have some skin in the game. T his is not the topic
du jour that will disappear in a minute. T here are fundamental reasons for virtual products and services to thrive in
the space and I will explore those in my next column. Stay tuned.
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